Risk Assessment
The most comprehensive way to identify areas
of risk and reduce organizational downtime
Take a proactive approach to mitigating risk, preventing
business disruption and keeping your workforce productive

Identify, address and
resolve risk quickly

Obtain a holistic view of
your organization

Learn from boardcertified professionals

Navigate360 Risk Assessments provide you with the critical insights
necessary to mitigate risks and help protect your people and your
brand.

Prioritize security updates to solve for critical needs
Stay ahead of risks to ensure business continuity
Uncover gaps in safety and security
PSP-designated professionals
ASIS-certified assessors

40%

of businesses don't
reopen following
a disaster
Source: FEMA

Identify the good, the weak and the dangerous areas
of your organization before someone else does.
Risk Assessments are foundational to help organizations mitigate risk, reduce downtime
and create a safer place to work. Our credentialed and experienced assessors identify
risks and gaps in security that organization sometimes cannot see.

Protect what you have built
Our on-site assessors give you a complete analysis
from the inside out.
We go beyond just physical security and interview
personnel to determine the human element of risk.
We address Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design along with over 80 other security parameters.

Comprehensive and prioritized report
Navigate360 assessors deliver a comprehensive report
outlining every aspect of security assessed.
Our assessors work with organizations to prioritize
updates and align with budgets, and compliance
requirements.
Reduce business downtime and protect business
continuity by addressing areas of risk before they cause
disruption.

Board-certified experts
Navigate360 assessors are ASIS PSP®-certified
Navigate360 is one of only 7 security companies
recognized by AM Best's Recommended Expert
Service Providers list.
We leverage decades of security experience with our
team of former law enforcement and military
professionals

Let’s talk about how we can help you protect your business and your employees.

For more information, find us at:
3900 Kinross Lakes Parkway
Richfield, OH 44286
info@navigate360.com | 330-661-0106
navigate360.com

Navigate360 believes that together
we can build a safer tomorrow for
communities - physically, socially
and emotionally.

